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In the News
[ mod. THK-016 ]

[ mod. THK-013 ]

Tony Hawk Kids 2017 Back-to-School
Collection
THK-013 is a triple laminate acetate with sporty colour-blocking
and a striped motif on the temples. The softly rounded rectangular
eye shape is a popular boy’s look this season and the universal fit
bridge will accommodate a wide consumer base.Vivid colours of
black blue, navy red and green blue will please even the pickiest
skater boy.
THK-016 is a metal/acetate combination frame that combines a
sporty, stainless steel, semi-rimless front with custom-designed
acetate temples. The temples feature a faux wood temple sleeve
with a staggered horizontal layer, yielding a unique layered visual
effect. A custom graphic skull design is printed on the inside of the
temples, giving THK-016 serious cool appeal.THK-016 is available
in steel blue, gunmetal and dark red. This collection is distributed in
Canada by WestGroupe.

Dr. Jonathan Talamo
Joins Johnson & Johnson Vision
as Chief Medical
Officer
Johnson & Johnson Vision Care,
Inc. today announced internationally
known ophthalmologist Jonathan
Talamo as its new chief medical
officer (CMO) and worldwide
vice president of medical affairs
and clinical affairs for Johnson &
Johnson Vision, which comprises
both its vision care and surgical
businesses.

[ Dr. Jonathan Talamo ]

“Dr. Talamo is recognized in the eye health community
as a leader who is on the cutting edge of innovation,”
said Peter Shen, global head of R&D for Johnson
& Johnson Vision. “I look forward to working with
Dr. Talamo to help our teams in medical and clinical
affairs better serve patients.”
Dr. Talamo joins Johnson & Johnson Vision from Ocular
Therapeutix, Inc., a public bio-pharma company where
he served as CMO. Prior to Ocular Therapeutix, Inc..
He previously owned a private medical practice for
almost 20 years, specializing in refractive surgery,
cataract surgery and corneal transplantation.

Charmant Launches its
Blue Label Collection
With its high standard of quality and
technology, the Charmant Group is
proud to announce “CHARMANT
Blue Label”, a new collection offering
good-quality titanium eyewear with a
versatile design for men and women in
an affordable price range. Perfect Optical
is the Canadian supplier for this line.
The collection definitely offers ultimate
comfort. In addition, this collection is
offered in a wide range of colours. For
example, basic black or grey creates a
calm and quiet mood, while colourful
red or orange offers a more casual taste.
Customers can choose their favourite
style from these variations.
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